
 NO MORE SEGREGATION 

 

 
I accuse the American society, the American white people and the capitalist 

system, to continue segregation. God created humans equal, with the same 

opportunities to be a dustman or a president. And today, the world of our 

parents, a world where black people are on the next rung down, has, to be 

changed. The government of the United States, which has always given black 

people trouble, is going to change. On August the 23
th
 1963, we won in the end 

but they gave us rough time. But now, Martin Luther king Junior is dead, and, 

my friends, segregation has never been abolished! White people avoid us like 

the plague and they are knitting our shrouds, the shrouds where they are going 

to set us. What is the government doing? Nothing! He is letting the segregation, 

supporting that colored Americans are working in cotton or tobacco plantations 

during many hours, too many hours! Moreover: our life conditions are 

unhygienic, we are animals. 

My friends, I accuse the government which is supporting that white people, 

kind of slave owners, are becoming richer from year to year, during they are 

exploiting us. 

Today, on January the 15
th
, I want the government to investigate the origin of 

these rich men founds, to discover the injustice! 

My friends the time of segregation could be now abolished. Black population, 

can , and will be revolted. And nobody will be able to stop this movement. But 

our revolt mustn’t be led by the suffering and the hatred of 20 centuries??? of 

segregation but by the faith which our Lord gave us. 

The election of Barack Obama is an overhang?? in the long way of injustice. 

But alone, a human, president or not, even suggesting, seems quite plausible, is 

a man, a God's child. And alone he can't change the Black American destiny. 

I want to say: « We » today my friends. Because it is not a « single combat » but 

a street fighting which opposes us against white people. 

They kill our children all day long. They drink our blood, black blood. But 

black community is hatred by 2 centuries of slavery, of oppression and it is 

powerful! 

Today my friends, one can ducted a trend of opinion in favor of black 

community. The evolution of ideas; the labor-union movement, is going to 

transform the American world. Yesterday, my friends of the Olympic games, 

organized in October 1968, attempted to show to all the Americans, that black 

people can be equal as white people, even geniuses. Jim Hines, Tommie Smith 

Lee Evans and Bob Beamon .Those names are the names which a teacher 

should learn to his pupils, at school! They shook the nation! All of them raised 



their hand, a black hand, when they were on the podium: the hand of the black 

panthers. They were ‘‘Negroes’’, and that is why they did that. But today, they 

are once again ''negroes''.And because of segregation; they are, now, poor. They 

attempted to survive, like animals! Jim Hines even had to sell his Olympic 

medal. Do you think that's normal? 

I accuse the US government, white people, who are lying about the « American 

dream »! It is not an « all races dream » but a white people dream. It has to 

change! We are living in houses fall into decay, not « in yellow submarines »! 

Our children can't go to school: they have to do 10 miles to go to school. And 

often, they are attacked and sworn at! It is degrading. We don't want to educate 

our children in violence. It is not human conditions of lives! We are considered 

like animals! 

White people, US government, you have to understand that we are from the 

same lineage. The Adam and Eve lineage! 

 

Don't agree « the American way of life » and its « Struggle for life » (Steinbeck 

« The Grapes of Wrath »).Today, we want, a place of freedom, with people of 

all races, religions, rich and poor! 

 
 


